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Electrun cyclotron re so nance absorplion of microwaves in decaying uxygen magnelopiaslllas is 
utili Zt'd to alter tht' plas m a parameters such as tht' " temperature" and nllml)er density of the electrons. 
The technique of c ross modulation of microwaves in partially filled plas ma waveg uides is used in thi s 
inve s ti ga tion . It is s hown that for s mall a mplitudes ( - 120 mW a t 5.3 Gels) of the reso nant heating 
s igna l th e ine las ti c co lli s ion of I"w e ll ergy e lectrons int rodu ce a harrier for rapid hea tin g th " e lec tron 
gas. For hi ghe r in c ident a mplitudes (- SOO mW at 5.3 Gc/s), not onl y dOl'S rapid Il( 'a ting of the d"c· 
tron gas occur, but also add it ion a l (> I .. c t ron produc t ion and loss mechan ism s a rc observed. TIlt' 
implica tion s of these results on (a) appa re nt di screpancies ill Ill easure m e nt s of at tac hment coe ffi c ient 
by mi c rowave method s, a nd (b) co ntrol of i(JIlo'pheric plas ma parameters by radio wave auso rption 
a re discussed. 

1. Introduction 
Irradiation of the earth's ionosphe re by radio waves 

of appropriate fre que ncy and amplitude has bee n sug
aested as a means of controlling the " tempe rature" 
~nd numbe r de nsity of elec trons by Bailey and Gold
stein [1958] and recently by Molmud [1963]. The 
familiar " Luxe mbe rg effe c t" or inte rac tion of two 
radio waves of different frequencies in a spec ifi c region 
of the ionosphere [Tellega n 1933] and c ross modulation 
of microwaves in gaseous plasmas produced in the lab
oratory [Goldstein, et aI., 1953] are examp les of such a 
control of plasma parameters. The effects produced in 
a magnetoplas ma when one of the inte racting micro
waves is of a frequency equal to the c yclotron fre
que ncy of the electrons has been inves tigat ed by the 
author and others at the University of lIlinois [Nara
singa Rao e t aI., 1961]. Results from these experi
ments, performed in low pressure, decaying neon 
magnetoplasmas have shown that the expected trans
fer of mi c rowave energy to the electron gas was rapid; 
which in turn reduced magnetic confinement of the 
plasma and altered the propagation characteri stics 
of microwaves. 

Similar experiments performed in atmospheric 
gaseous magneto plasmas (N z and O2 ) demonstrated 
[Narasinga Rao and Goldstein, 1963a] that inelastic 
collisions of low energy elec trons wit h neutral part icles 
cons titut e an efficient barrie r for the rapid heating of 
the e lec tron gas . To overcome thi s barrier and 
transfe r resonant elec tromagnetic energy to the elec
tron gas it was suggested [Narasinga Rao and Gold
stein, 1963a] that higher incident microwave e lectric 
field intensities and/or lower pressures we re necessary. 
Experimental results on wave int e rac tion in oxygen 

magnetoplasmas (reported in thi s paper) indicated that 
in a 0.2 torr oxygen magne to plasma absorption of reso
nant microwaves ( - 5 Gc/s, and of an amplitude - 1 W) 
not only altered the elec tron loss rat e but also e nhanced 
the e lec tron production rat e in a controllable manner. 
Howe ver, the vi sible light int e nsi ty e manating from the 
heated plas ma showed that the maximum int e rac tion 
of the resonant microwaves with Ihe plas ma was re
s tri c ted to a small s patial region of the plas ma column, 
res ulting in large gradients of Np and T". Similar 
e ffects are predict ed eve n for inhomoge neous, iso
tropic plas mas illuminat ed with high powe r elec tro
magne ti c waves [Papa, July 1964, private communica
tion). Numerically co mput ed solution s to Ihe 
Bolizmann equa tion glvmg the elec t run energy 
di s tribution in s ligh tly ionized air under the influence 
of e lec tri c and magnetic fields have bee n obtained by 
Carleton and Megill [1962]. A rathe r comprehensive 
s urvey covering the con tributions made by workers 
in the United Sta tes during 1960- 1963 on the topic 
of "Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in Inhomoge
neous Plas mas and/or Magneto-Plasmas" has also 
been made by Hoffman [1964] rece ntly . 

We proceed in the next section to discuss briefly 
the rates of elect ron removal and production mech
anisms in the oxygen magnetoplasmas and th eir de
pendence on electron energy. Also included in thi s 
section are co nsideration s on the e lectromagneti c 
energy transfer to the electron gas under cyclo tron 
resonance conditions. The experi mental tec hnique 
of wave interaction in magneto plasmas and the re
sults obtained are described in sect ion 3. We then 
conclude by a discussion of these results and the ir 
application to the problem of alt e ring the plasma 
parameters by radio wave absorption in the ionosphere. 
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2. Electron Density Decay and Electron 
Heating in Afterglows 

2.1. Electron Removal and Production Mechanisms 
in Low Pressure Oxygen Magnetoplasmas 

As is well known the principal electron removal 
processes in a gaseous discharge plasma are (1) dif
fusion to the boundaries and subsequent "wall recom
bination," (2) volume recombination of electrons with 
positive ions and (3) attachment to electronegative 
molecules forming negative ions. A detailed discus
sion on these processes (a single dominating loss 
process or a combination of two different processes) 
is given by Oskam [1958] and will not be elaborated 
here. For the conditions used in the present experi
ments, i.e ., in a low pressure (:;;; 0.2 torr) weakly ienized 
(degree of ionization 8 :;;; 10- 5), oxygen magnetoplasma 
(H ~ 2 kG) it is reasonable to assume that the dominant 
electron removal process is by attachment. Using 
similar experimental co nditions, Anisimov and others 
[1964] have shown that the electron attachment fre
quency is (9± 1) X 104/torr/sec and the volume recom
bination coefficient is (1.90 ± 0.1) X 10- 7 cm3/sec . 
Since one of the objects of our experiment is to dem
onstrate that resonance absorption of microwave e n
ergy by the electron gas can efficiently alter the pre
vailing electron density in a decaying plasma, we 
consider in this section the energy dependence of 
electron attachment coefficients for oxygen. 

Several investigators have studied the attachment 
process in oxygen and the dependence of attachment 
coefficient on electron energy in the range from few 
hundredths to few electron volts. At oxygen pressures 
of the order of tens of mm Hg, and at low electron 
energies « 1 e V) it was concluded by Chanin et a!., 
[1962] that the attachment process involves the 
three-body process. However at the oxygen pressure 
used in our experiment (:;;; 0.2 torr) the decay of elec
tron density is assumed to be mainly by electron 
attachment involving a two-body process. This can 
be justified by considering the time rate of change of 
electron density represented as 

(1) 

where Ne , N, are respectively the concentrations of 
electrons and neutral oxygen molecules, {3 is the two
body and K the three-body attachment coefficient. 
For electron energies ~ .04 e V and at neutral oxygen 
pressures :;;; 0.2 torr, the electron density decay by 
three-body attachment processes is at least an order 
of magnitude slower than that by two body attachment 
processes, e.g., at .04 eV, {3 ~ 3 X 10- 12 cm3/sec [Anisi
mov et a!., 1964] and K ~ 3 X 10- 30 cm6/sec [Chanin 
e t a!., 1962]. 

The variation 01 the two-body attachment coefficient, 
{3, with electron energy is shown in figure 1, as curves 
a and b. Curve a is obtained from the data of probabil
ity of attachment "h" measured by Bradbury [1933] 
and that of momentum transfer collision frequency 

measured by Mentzoni [1964]. Curve b is obtained 
from the data of "swarm" experiments of Chanin 
[1959]. Thus, it is apparent that when electron energy 
in a low pressure decaying oxygen magnetoplasma is 
increased from .04 e V to a few volts (as is the case in 
our experiments) it can be seen that the rate of attach
ment decreases first and then increases. However, 
for electron energies ~ 0.2 e V, electron-neutral col
lisions produce appreciable number of vibrationally 
excited molecules whose collisions with existing nega
tive ions could constitute a mechanism for producing 
new electrons by the reaction 

02+0:~ 02+02+e (2) 

as suggested by Craggs [1957]. For electron energies 
attained in our experiment this process of production 
of new electrons appears to be more favorable than 
that by direct ionization since the ionization cross 
section is small [Bates 1962]. 

2.2. Resonance Absorption of Microwaves and 
Enhancement of Electronic Energy 

In this section we consider briefly the gain in elec
tronic energy by resonance absorption of microwave 
power and the energy lost by electrons in elastic and 
in inelastic collisions. The time rate of change of 
electron energy may be expressed as 
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where the first term on the right hand side of this 
equation represents the energy gained by electrons 
due to absorption of microwave energy and the second 
and third terms represent the energy lost in elastic 
and in inelastic collisions. In (3) 2m/M is the classical 
C·factor, lJin is the inelastic collision frequency, and A 
the fractional energy loss in an inelastic collision. The 
energy gain term may be simplified [Narasinga Rao 
and Goldstein, 1963a] 

dWe I Nee2E2 
dt = mlJel~ 

source 
(4) 

In (4) the assumption is made that when WH = wand 
v~m <'i w2 the real part of the main diagonal component 
(axx) of the complex conductivity tensor may be 
expressed as 

Nee2 
Re a xx=--' 

mVem 
(5) 

Thus, it is apparent that the time rate of change of 
energy by cyclotron resonance absorption may be 
increased by utilizing high electric fields and/or low 
pressures. However, the collision frequency also 
rises, since it is proportional to e nergy [Chanin e t aI., 
1962; Mentzoni, 1964] and thus the absorption of reso· 
nant microwave energy decreases when electron energy 
is increased. In addition, the energy lost in elastic 
and inelastic collisions even at low electron energies 
« 0.2 eV) may impede the transfer of electromagnetic 
energy to electron gas for small resonant electric field 
intensities as observed earlier [Narasinga Rao and 
Goldstein, 1963b]. 

3. Experimental Technique and Results 

3.1. Technique 

The technique of cross modulation of two micro· 
wave signals guided through a waveguide (WR 187) 
contammg the oxygen magnetoplasmas is used (0 

study the phenomena resulting from the cyclotron 
resonance absorption of a microwave signal by the 
electron . gas. The detailed description of the ap· 
paratus has been given by us earlier [Narasinga Rao 
et al., 1961]. The microwave signal which is used 
as a heating signal is of a frequency equal to 5.30 
Gc/s and of a maximum amplitude of 1000 m W. The 
sensing microwave signal is of a frequency . equ~l to 
5.45 Gc/s and of a maximum amplitude of 50 p. W. 
The external doc magnetic field is adjusted so that the 
electron cyclotron resonance prevails, i.e., !ff 

eB 
= -2-=!H1v=5.30 Gc/s. The decaying magneto-

7Tm 

plasma is produced in a cylindrical discharge tube, 
(inner radius 7 mm and 12 cm long) by means of a 
2p. sec wide, 4 k V pulse at a · repetition rate of 500 
pps. By appropriate time sequencing of the pulsed 
heating and sensing microwave signals, with reference 
to the doc breakdown pulse, and measuring their 
transmission characteristics it is possible to disturb 

and probe the state of the decaying magnetoplasma. 
In particular we report here the results obtained wh~n 
the heating signal input amplitude is varied from 30 
mW to 1000 mW. 

3.2. Results 

Typical oscillograms representing the wave inter
action phenomena and emission of visible light intensity 
from a heated oxygen magnetoplasma are shown in 
figure 2. Traces I and 3 in this figure are the trans
mitted amplitudes of the heating and sensing micro
wave signals without the plasma in the waveguide. 
The time is increasing from left to right and the leading 
edge of the heating microwave pulse is incident on 
the plasma column 1 msec after the termination of 
the d·c breakdown pulse. Trace 2 is the amplitude 
of the heating pulse transmitted through the magneto
plasma (for resonance condition !H1V = !H). It is noted 
that the leading edge of this pulse is attenuated almost 
completely (reflected amplitude was negligible) due 
to resonance absorption followed by increased trans 
mission and approximately after 4 p.sec, the trans
mitted amplitude decreases again, indicating an 
increase in the electron number density. Oscillo
grams 4 and 5 represent the transmitted amplitudes 
of the pulsed sensing microwave signals through the 
magnetoplasma without and with the incidence of the 
heating microwave signal. The gradual rise in trans
mission of the sensing microwave signal (trace 4), is 
due to the slow decay of the electron density. In 

TRANSMITTED AMPLITUDE OF : 

t L HEATING WAVE WITHOUT PLASMA . 

1 2 . HEATING WAVE WITH MAGNETO PLASMA 

13. SENSING WAVE WITHOUT PLASMA . 

1 4 . SENSING WAVE WITH MAGNETO PLASMA . 

t 5. SENSING WAVE WITH IOOOmW of H,W. 

t 6 . SENSING WAVE WITH 500mW of HW. 

t 7. SENSING WAVE WITH 125 mW of HW. 

f B. SENSING WAVE WITH 30mW of HW. 

19. PHOTOMULTIPLIER OUTPUT 

( 1000 mW of HW ) 

WAVE INTERACTION IN 02 MAGNETO PLASMA; P ~ 0.2 TORR., 

HEATING WAVE (HW) FREQUENCY- 5.30Ge .• DC MAGNETIC FIELD- L8S.G. , 

SENSING WAVE FREQUENCY - 5.45 Ge .• 

TIME SCALE - 20,0. sec / em 

FIGURE 2 
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DURATION OF H. W. 

SKETCH OF A PORTION OF TRACE 5 OF FIG. 2 

FIGURE 3. 

trace 5 the gyromodulation of the sensing microwave 
signal during and in the wake of the 1000 m W pulsed 
heating microwave signal is seen. For clarity's sake, 
the initial portion of this sensing microwave signal 
amplitude is sketched in figure 3. Immediately fol
lowing the initiation of the heating pulse, the absorp
tion of the sensing microwave signal increases and 
reaches a maximum at instant tl. This maximum 
absorption of the sensing microwave signal occurs 
since the real part of the conductivity ((f.x-xs) as "seen" 
by the sensing microwave signal attains a maximum 
value when the electronic collision frequency is ap
proximately given by the relation [Narasinga Rao 
et aI., 1961] 

Vern = 11 _ WH I. 
Ws Ws 

(6) 

During the period (t2 - tl) the decrease in attenuation 
of the sensing mi crowave signal is caused by' the in -
crease in the attachment rate and/or since.!:.. > 11- WHI· 

Ws Ws 

The gradual increase in absorption from t2 to t3 is 
attributed to an increase in Ne. This rise in electron 
density is caused by the reaction (2). As mentioned 
earlier, the electron energies here are not sufficient 
to produce direct ionization. The electron energy 
may be estimated from the value of Vern at t), from (6) 
and the relationship given by Mentzoni [1964], I.e ., 

where N(02) = number density of oxygen molecules 
and We is the electron energy in eV. The electron 
energy es timated thus is approximately 3 e V. Limita
tions on this method of estimating the electron energy 
are described in the next section. After the termina
tion of the heating pulse, i.e., after instant t3, the elec
tron gas tends to cool both by inelastic and elastic 
collisions. The decrease in absorption during t4 - t3 
is accounted for by a rapid decrease in Ne . However, 
it should be pointed out that during the interval t5 - t3, 
the electronic collision frequency still satisfies the 

condition that"!:'" > I] - WHI and at instant t5 the condi-
Ws Ws 

. V I] WHI . . l' d Th' . tlOn - = . -- IS once agaIn rea lze . IS IS 
Ws Ws 

similar to the wave-interaction phenomena in neon 
magnetoplasma at high pressures [Narasinga Rao and 
Goldstein, 1963b]. The relaxation of the trans
mitted amplitude to the unattenuated value after in
stant t5 is both due to the decrease in Ne and cooling 
of the electron gas. It should be mentioned that when 
this high amplitude (1000 m W) of the heating micro
wave signal is utilized, the photomultiplier output 
indicated that there is detectable visible intensity at 
the front portion of the plasma (trace 9). Measure
ments on the visible light intensity along the plasma 
column showed that the light intensity decreased by 
a factor of 5 within 2 cm of the microwave transmission 
path. Thus, as explained before for wave interac
tion in neon magnetoplasma [Narasinga Rao and 
Goldstein, 1963b], it was concluded that the high 
power resonant microwave signal was interacting 
efficiently only in a small region of the oxygen plasma 
column. 

Traces 6, 7, and 8 of (2) show the wave interaction 
phenomena for 500, 125, and 30 mW of heating micro
wave signals. When the amplitudes of the heating 
microwave signal is decreased, as expected, the rate 
of the heating was slower which was inferred from the 
observation that the first maximum absorption [e.g., 
instant tl in (3)] occurs at later instants, i.e., instant 
tl moves to the right as the amplitude of the heating 
signal is decreased. For moderately low amplitudes 
of the heating signal « 125 m W) the relatively constant 
attenuation periods of the sensing microwave signal 
during the heating pulse demonstrates that inelastic 
colli sions of low energy electrons constitute a barrier 
for the rapid transfer of resonant microwave energy 
to the electron gas. Such quasi-steady states of the 
plasma (as seen by constant attenuation periods of 
the sensing microwave signal) were not observed on 
this time scale for the higher amplitude heating sig
nals (traces 5 and 6) . 

4 . Discussion of Results 

The enhancement in the momentum tran sfer col 
lision frequency and therefore the electron energy, 
was inferred from the observed wave interaction 
phenomena in magnetoplasmas subj ected to resonance 
absorption in microwave power. The available ex
perimental data on the energy depe ndence of the mo
mentum transfer collision frequency, from 0.04 e V 
to ~ 3 e V are limited to only small ranges [Phelps 
1960; Gilardini 1963; and Mentzoni 1964], and are 
determined by different techniques . It should be 
pointed out that in addition to the lack of the experi
mental evidence for the exact energy dependence of 
the electronic collision frequency, the interpretation of 
wave interaction is based on the assumption that the 
plasma is in a steady state and has uniform charac
teristics over the entire spatial region of the plasma. 
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This assumption is certainly not jus tifi ed when the 
high power resonant microwaves are used . How
ever, from the consiste nt variation of the gyromodula
tion phenome non with input power of the heating 
signal (e .g., movement of th e maximum absorpti on 
instant, tl in fig. 3) leads us to the interpretation that 
the enhanced collision freque nc y is not far from the 
value give n by (6). 

The increased absorption of the sensing microwave 
signal observed during the time interval t 3 - t2 is inter
pre ted as that caused by an increase in Ne . It should 
be noted that since (Ixxs 0::. Nelvem during this period, 
the incre ased absorption may also be attributed to a 
decrease in the collision frequency. This interpre
tation is possible if the momentum transfer collision 
cross section decreases with increasing electron energy 
in the range of interes t. Such a variation has not been 
observed rCilardini, 19631. 

The observation that the transmitted sens ing wave 
amplitude returns to its unatte nuate d valu e fas ter 
after the terminati on of low amplitude heating pulses 
is furth er evidence th at e nhanceme nt of the electron 
attac hme nt ra te occurs eve n durin g the application 
of the heatin g pulse. 

Thus, if suffic ie nt numbers of vibrationally exc ited 
molecules survive for long intervals of time in after
glow plasmas , th e collisions be tween these excited 
molecules and negative ions could constitute a mech
anism for detachme nt of electron s and may le ad to 
erroneou s values for attac hme nt coeffi cie nts inferred 
fro m me asureme nts of dN,,fdt by mi crowave method s. 

5. Conclusions 

In conclu sion the wave inte rac tion phe nome na ob
served in oxyge n magne toplas mas at low pressures 
indicated th at: 

(1) Cyclotron resonance a bsorption of moderat ely 
low a mpl itude mic rowaves ( - 100 m W) e nhances the 
electron energy suffi c ien tl y to increase the pre vailin g 
two-body att achm ent ra te of e lectro ns to neutral 
oxygen molecules. 

(2) Absorpti on a t higher amplitudes « 1000 m W) 
of the reso nant mi crowave signals enhances the elec
tro n energy rapidly, a nd provides a mechanism for de
tac hment of elec trons from negative ions. 

(3) The vi s ible light inte ns ity e mitted by the "heated" 
magnetoplas ma s howed that the maximum interaction 
be tween th e reso na nt mic rowave s ignal and the plasma 
occurs only in a small region. 

6. Applications 

The tech n ique of wave interac tion of e lec tromagneti c 
waves in th e ionos pheric la yer s (altitudes < 100 km) 
may be used to de termine se veral ra te coeffi c ie nts . In 
parti cular if the reso nant s ignal is tr ansmitt ed from a 
roc ket [Hodges , 1964] , int e nse amplitu des of thi s s ig
nal cause large di s turbances (i n elec tron e nergy and 
number densit y) only in a s mall region whi ch are de
tectable by the nonresonant se ns ing s ig nal. That the 
depth of penetration of th e resona nt signal is limited 

to only a small region has been mentioned by Ginz
burg [1961] and verified in our experiments ind irectly . 
Howe ver, e ve n moderately low amplitudes of the 
resonant s ignal are suffici e nt to enhance the electron 
energy to cause an enhancement in the two-body at
tac hment rate. 

It is of interes t to mention that several c haracter· 
istics of the hot dense plas ma produced by the inter
action of powerful ( - 50 k W) resonant microwaves 
( - 3 Gc/s) with low pressure « 10- 3 torr) air are also 
being studied currently by Fesse nd e n [1964] at M.LT. 

The author acknowledges the many valuable dis· 
cussions he had with L. Goldstein of the Univers ity of 
Illinois and the assistances and cooperation of th e 
members of the Microwave Physics Laboratory of 
AFCRL wh ere this work was performed. 

7. Appendix. List of Symbols 

Ne = electron de ns ity , 
H = doc magneti c fi eld inte nsity, 
N = number de nsity of oxyge n molecules, 
f3 = two-body attachme nt coe fficient, 
K = three-body attachment coefficient, 

We = mean elec tron energy, 
m , M = mass of elec tron and oxygen molecule, 

e = charge of an electron, 
Vern = momentum transfer collision frequency of 

e lectrons with molecules, 
Vi n = inelas ti c collision frequency, 

A = fractional energy lost in an inelastic colli sion, 
E = incide nt microwave electric field intensity, 

IN = cyclotron frequency of electrons , 
Iml' = freque ncy of "heati ng" wave (resonant signal), 
f~ = frequen cy of " sensing" wave, 

(I x x = main diagonal component of the cond uctivity 
te nsor , 

(I .l'X S = main diagonal compone nt of the conductivity 
as " see n" by se ns ing wave. 
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